
 
 

UK Regulators Fine Leading Bank £48m for Opera�onal Failings

By Alix Pren�ce
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The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) and Pruden�al Regula�on Authority
(“PRA”) have together fined a leading bank a total of £48,650,000 for IT failures
that le� customers unable to access their accounts. The fine would have been
£69,500,000 were it not for a 30% discount for early se�lement.

In 2018, the bank undertook a single migra�on of its en�re system to a newly-built
pla�orm − the failure of which le� personal and business banking customers
unable to access their accounts. Inves�ga�ons by the PRC (responsible for the
pruden�al regula�on of the bank) and FCA (responsible for conduct of business
regula�on) found significant opera�onal risk management and governance failures
directly led to significant disrup�on to business as a result of failures to organize
and control this significant outsourcing project. Both regulators pointed to the
crucial role of prudent management and governance in ensuring safety and
soundness and iden�fied insufficiently robust governance as a key element in the
incident. The bank’s approach to risk management was also assessed as deficient;
examples included the sta�c nature of the programme risks (the list of 22 risks
remained unchanged throughout the project) and a lack of visibility over the
supply chain.

While the incident pre-dates the PRA’s specific opera�onal resilience framework
for banks (in force in 2021) both regulators pointed to pre-exis�ng principles and
rules that had been breached. In the case of the PRA, at heart the failures were a
result of breaches of Fundamental Rules 2 (business must be conducted with due
care, skill and diligence) and 6 (firms must organize their affairs responsibly and
effec�vely). As we move towards full implementa�on of UK regulators’ rules on
iden�fying and opera�ng within impact tolerances for opera�onal risks to all
important business services, this enforcement ac�on serves as a reminder that the
universe of these risks requires comprehensive resilience that includes outsourcing
and supply chain rela�onships.
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